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small cations and professional standing
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the existence of an
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of this species which has under
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work together
specialist on katy
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dids and crickets and moore a
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gether on a study of production of
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cold climates
he is presently groups of mexican amphibians
working on some fossils from the both their distribution and local
raymond
hibbard collection variations since such variation is
checks ornithology
genetic adjust
often related to
respon ment to the environment the na
the division of birds
sible for keeping up to date on ture of the populations he studies
the ornithology of the state in has
bearing on present knowl
newly-compiled dis edge of organic evolution
two months
professors reeve m bailey and
tribution check list of michigan
birds will be in print
robert
miller curators of the
professors norman
hartweg division of fishes are both spe
and charles
walker are cura cialists on fresh-water fish
exist
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tors of the reptiles and amphib
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leading authorities on min
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behaviour patterns of water birds
interpretation of breeding habits
for example throws light on the
relationship
of various species
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grant to work
more on this project in south

mazzeo

alexander curator of insects in
the museum of zoology studies the records of insect songs from
the miles of tape collected on field trips alexander works with
thomas
moore also curator of insects in this research project
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has recently been taken over
prof francis
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division of fishes has the
largest collection of north ameri
can freshwater fish in the world
with regard to the number of
specimens over three miles of
shelves house pickled specimens
compact aquarium contains
and
many more live fish
because of this distinctive col
lection the division performs many
variety of agencies
services for
such as the
and organizations
state conservation department
largest collection
the division of insects with
collection of over five million speci
larger than any of the
mens
collections but that of fishes and
yet
the only one whose number
of specimens
far outshadowed
by the number of species extant
this large collection requires
four curators profs theodore
hubbell and irving
cantrall
alexander and thomas
richard
moore
prof hubbell
concluding
study of grasshopper with
wide
distribution
across
the united
states he has determined the
existence of three species where
only one had been thought to
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the university museum of zo
ology the largest of the four uni
versity research museums em
ploys
staff of 13 curators
each of the curators divides his
teaching in the zoology depart
ment and his own research pro
time between
curatorial
duties
the museum is organized in six
divisions four representing ver-i
tebrate animals and one each for
insects and mollusks
the division of mammals has
two curators prof william
hooper
burt and emmet
m~akes studies
prof burt is currently making
a very comprehensive study of all
north american mammals and is
system of classifica
preparing
tion for them based on the ana
tomy of the reproductive system
prof.hooper whose work
with rodents particularly squir
rels has concentrated his studies
on the fauna of mexico from
which many groups have spread
into the united states
he does much field work there
studying the geographicdistribu
tion of these animals and their
local variations such studies are
necessary to an understanding of
their evolutionary history and re
lationships
professors robert
storer and
harrison b torrdoff are curators
of the division of birds
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female reproducers in the verte
brate animal kingdom
early study
prof miller whose study of
these fish
the first one to be
made believes that they may be
an intermediate step in the evolu
tionary development
of
much
better-known and widely studied
fish species of all females
his work includes studies of the
nature of inheritance and behavior
patterns of these fish he
con
ducting many cross-breeding ex
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